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music or drama do you like best?I like watching cosmic dramas.压力

和朋友佳人一起看保持健康 get up feeling full of energy and

confident to manage the work of the rest day. Give us a break from

the tedious and hard work, the strict and shouting boss, and peer

pressure from our coworker. For example, While watching

comedies, you don’t have agonize yourself to guess the deep

meaning of the movie or point out the trick from the complicated

plot. All you have to do is to lean back and enjoy the shows, you may

get nothing but joy after the movie. Useful/interesting book I find the

English dictionary a very useful book when we learn English. It is well

known that the first step to acquire one language is to remember a lot

of words. However, many English words have more than meanings

and my confuse us . The dictionary can help you get over by offering

many detailed explanations and examples. In addition, you can also

learn how to apply the new words into writing and speaking by

studying the examples earnestly.Furthermore, you can learn a lot of

knowledge beside the word. For example, it is very likely that a good

dictionary illustrate a specific animal or plant with a picture. Thus, we

get more information out of the dictionary.Literature/ magazines,

poems, and fictions which do you prefer.I like fictions best for several

reasons.Give us a break from the tedious and hard work, the strict

and shouting boss, and peer pressure from our coworker. For



example, While watching comedies, you don’t have agonize

yourself to guess the deep meaning of the movie or point out the

trick from the complicated plot. All you have to do is to lean back

and enjoy the show, you may get nothing but joy after the reading.As

for the other two resources. I don’t like magazines, because I find

them either full of ads or full of useless articles and they are usually

very expensive. As for poems, I have to say I haven’t got the

appetite to enjoy the true beauty of them. Every time, after reading

poems for half an hour, I fall to sleep. 100Test 下载频道开通，各

类考试题目直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


